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Abstract
In order to protect vulnerable people in telemarketing, organ-
isations have to investigate the speech recordings to identify
them first. Typically, the investigation is manually conducted.
As such, the procedure is costly and time-consuming. With
an automatic vulnerability detection system, more vulnerable
people can be identified and protected. A standard telephone
conversation lasts around 5 minutes, the detection system is ex-
pected to be able to identify such a potential vulnerable speaker
from speech segments. Due to the complexity of the vulnera-
bility definition and the unavailable annotated vulnerability ex-
amples, this paper attempts to address the detection problem
as three classification tasks: age classification, accent classi-
fication and patient/non-patient classification utilising publicly
available datasets. In the proposed system, we trained three
sub models using acoustic and textual features for each sub
task. Each trained model was evaluated on multiple datasets
and achieved competitive results compared to a strong baseline
(i.e. in-dataset accuracy).
Index Terms: vulnerability detection, speech and text process-
ing, age classification, accent classification, patient/non-patient
classification, feature extraction, feature selection

1. Introduction
Protecting vulnerable people is a vital part of government regu-
lation bodies and commercial companies in telemarketing [1, 2].
Vulnerability is a complex issue to detect as it is a multifaceted
phenomenon that involves considering biological, psycholog-
ical and social elements. According to [1, 2], everyone can
be vulnerable – people with health conditions, older adults and
children are arguably more likely to be vulnerable. Further, as
the conversations conducted are conducted in English, people
from non-English speaking countries may also be more vulner-
able to being mis-sold products. When there is no priority infor-
mation of the vulnerability criteria in the database, it is costly
and time-consuming for an investigator to access a large num-
ber of recordings to identify the vulnerable people. Given this,
there is an increasing demand to develop an automatic vulnera-
bility detection system [2]. To the best of our knowledge, few
studies [3, 4] have been conducted in the community on tackling
the vulnerability in Speech Processing, addressing a fraction of
vulnerability concerns. In order to adapt to a real-time system,
this paper reports the development of a detection system that is
able to work from a short speech segment (i.e. the average du-
ration of an audio clip is less than 10 seconds). Without directly
relying on the annotated vulnerability data to reduce product de-
velopment cost, we propose a multi-task data-driven approach
to detect the vulnerability through speech recordings by decom-
posing the task into a collection of sub-tasks, each of which can
be solved by learning from publicly available data. Automatic

Speech Recognition (ASR) techniques have been greatly devel-
oped in the recent decade such as Deep Speech [5], we use both
the speech transcriptions and acoustic waves to support the de-
tection. More specifically, we investigated acoustic and textual
feature selection that can be used for classifying speakers by
age (i.e. child, adult or older adult), accent (i.e. native En-
glish speaker or non-native English speaker) and health status
(i.e. patient with commonplace neurological difficulties or non-
patient).

Our main contributions can be summarised as follows:
• We develop a vulnerability detection system for short

speech segments with transcription by indicating the
speaker’s age group, accent group and health status.

• We study the feature extraction to detect the vulnerable
people from speech segments. We found using a combi-
nation of acoustic and textual features works better than
one modality (i.e. either speech or text) in most cases.

• Unlike prior research on investigating each feature, we
investigate all possible combinations of feature groups.

• We evaluate three sub models on multiple benchmark
datasets. Limited data resources are publicly available
for evaluating the patient model, we collected and an-
notated a set of patient/non-patient speech segments ac-
companied with transcription from YouTube 1.

2. Related Work
Prior works demonstrated the potential of identifying vulner-
able people such as patients with dementia [6], aphasia [7]
and older adults [3, 4] using speech-based approaches. Fea-
ture extraction is an essential step to traditional approaches and
deep learning approaches [8]. With the acquired popularity in
ASR, extracting textual features from speech recordings along
the acoustic features for speech classification become more re-
liable. In this section, we review some acoustic and textual
features that have been frequently used in the prior works and
can be applied to detect the vulnerability. Fundamental Fre-
quency (F0) is a common measure for age and gender detec-
tion. Women have a higher F0 compared to men, and chil-
dren have a higher F0 compared to adults [9, 10]. Spectral
features such as Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs),
Filter Bank Energies (FBEs) and Spectral Centroid Coefficients
(SCCs) are frequently used in a number of applications [3, 6].
Voicing features such as the duration and number of unvoiced
segments [6], and voiced utterances [9, 11] have shown the ef-
fectiveness in detecting language disorders. Jitter is a measure
of frequency instability whereas shimmer is a measure of am-
plitude instability [9]. They are frequently used to detect the
fluctuation and perturbation in speech signal respectively [12].

1https://www.youtube.com/
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Harimonicity refers to Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio (HNR) and
Noise-to-Harmonic Ratio (NHR) that measure the voice qual-
ity and are reported as a better measure for discriminating older
adults and young people [13]. Mean of autocorrelation is an-
other measure of voice quality estimating the pitch period of
a given speech signal [6]. The Term Frequency-Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (TF-IDF) vectors are used to measure the repet-
itiveness by the cosine similarity between documents [14]. Part-
Of-Speech (POS) features are represented by the frequency of
various POS tags, such as interjections (i.e. filler words) were
reported frequently in the use of detecting behaviour patterns
and personality recognition [15]. Type Token Ratio (TTR) mea-
sures the weight of unique words in a document and shows
the vocabulary richness (i.e. lexical diversity) of a document.
A more advanced measure is moving-average type-token ratio
(MATTR) [16], which computes the ratio by moving a fixed-
size window within the document. Vulnerable people such as
patients with memory problems and second language speak-
ers are expected to have a lower TTR [11]. Psycholinguistic
features were used for speech transcripts summarisation [17].
Older adults and people with certain health condition usually
have memory problems. Several emotional categories from psy-
cholinguistic features (e.g. depression, anxiety and stress) are
often considered as causes for memory problems. In addition,
the topical categories from psycholinguistic features can pro-
vide some insight to evidence on the speaker’s life events.

3. Methods
We developed an automatic vulnerability detection system us-
ing a data-driven approach based on feature extraction and clas-
sification techniques. Below, we introduce the datasets and pre-
processing (Section 3.1), feature extraction (Section 3.2) and
classifier training details (Section 3.3).

3.1. Data

All sub-models were created and evaluated using features ex-
tracted from three English speaking TalkBank datasets (Aphasi-
aBank [18], DementiaBank [19] and RHDBank [20]) and
three large ASR datasets (Common Voice 2, VoxForge 3 and
VCTK 4). For ASR datasets such as Common Voice, we use the
official validated subset. TalkBank datasets contain videos con-
ducted and recorded by investigators and students, which are in-
terviews with patients or people from health control group. The
original video files were firstly converted into audio files via
MoviePy 5. Then, the audio files were trimmed into short clips
by the timestamp and speaker label. In our scenario, models
are created without any hand-crafted information, or probably
based on the transcription from ASR. Therefore, the transcripts
were downsampled. All hand-crafted information within the
transcripts (e.g. timestamps for sub-sentences, POS tags, and
manually-corrected words) were removed. Due to the recording
devices, we found some audio files in the TalkBank are noisy,
this was also reported in Al-hameed et al. [6]. Therefore, we
used spectral gating [21] to reduce the stationary noise from
the audio clips. Furthermore, we extracted available speaker
information such as age, accent and gender for annotating the
datasets. Depending on the model, we selected 1000 instances
from each class to form a validation set for each model.

2https://voice.mozilla.org/
3http://www.voxforge.org/
4https://datashare.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/3443
5https://zulko.github.io/moviepy/

3.2. Feature Extraction

The feature extractor plays an important role in the system. Two
sets of features we extract from recording and transcription are
shown in Table 2. We implemented an acoustic feature extrac-
tor using parselmouth 6 and librosa 7. Following Al-hameed et
al. [6] and Teixeira et al. [22], we extracted acoustic features
including 2 F0 variants (mean and covariance), first 42 MFCCs
and their skewness, kurtosis, mean with kurtosis and skewness
of the mean, 26 FBEs, 26 SCCs, 5 pitch variants (mean, median,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum), 4 pulses variants
(number of pulses, number of periods, mean of and standard de-
viation of the periods), 3 voicing (fraction of locally unvoiced
frames, number and degree of voice breaks), 5 jitter variants (lo-
cal, local-absolute, the relative average perturbation, five-point
perturbation quotient and the average absolute difference), 6
shimmer variants (local, local-dB, three point amplitude pertur-
bation, five-point amplitude perturbation quotient ,eleven-point
amplitude perturbation quotient and the average absolute differ-
ence) and 3 harmonicity variants (mean of the autocorrelation,
NHR and NHR). We implemented a textual feature extractor us-
ing scikit-learn 8. We extracted textual features including 3000
dimensional TF-IDF features, POS features, TTR and MATTR,
psycholinguistic features and sentiment. We used the Universal
POS tags [23] to form POS features, other POS tag marks such
as Penn Treebank POS tags 9 can also be used. We use the pre-
trained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based sentiment
analyser from stanza [24] to produce the sentiment feature. We
use Empath [25] to extract a vector of 200 lexical categories to
form the topic and emotion features.

3.3. Training

We address the vulnerability detection problem as three classifi-
cation tasks to find the related indicators from speech recordings
and corresponding transcriptions. A collection of three separate
classification models were created: an age model to classify the
speaker’s age group (below 20 as child, between 20 and 60 as
adult, and over 60 as older adult), a non-native model to clas-
sify the speaker’s accent group (native and non-native English
speaker) and a patient model to classify the speaker’s health sta-
tus (patient with aphasia, dementia or RHD and non-patient).

The number of instances used for training each sub model is
summarised as (a) age model: child (14,472), adult (18,162) and
older adult (9,943); (b) non-native model: native (31,500) and
non-native English speaker (31,500); (c) patient model: patient
(7,000) and non-patient (7,000). Due to incomplete speaker in-
formation available in the six datasets, we use different subsets
for training different model. We employ a simple data fusion
technique to combine multiple data sources in training. We
learn a weight wi for each training dataset, where wi maximises
the prediction accuracy on a validation set. The weights are
learned using Bayesian Optimisation [26].

The age model is trained on a combination of six datasets:
Common Voice, VCTK, VoxForge, AphasiaBank, Dementia-
Bank and RHDBank. Their audio clips and corresponding tran-
scripts are categorised into three age groups. We found the
datasets are strongly imbalanced, we adjusted the class weight
for training. In addition to the original age model, we train

6https://parselmouth.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
7https://librosa.org/doc/latest/index.html
8https://scikit-learn.org/
9https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall 2003/ling001/

penn treebank pos.html
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Table 1: Average classification accuracy (acc) with standard
deviation (std), train and test time (in seconds) over 5-fold
cross-validation using various learning algorithms for the age
model using a vaildation dataset from Common Voice.

Classifier acc±std Train Time Test Time

Nearest Neighbors 0.6190±0.0227 1.2412 1.1662
Decision Tree 0.6390±0.0332 2.5636 0.1759
Random Forest 0.7565±0.0131 1.5734 0.2663
MLP 0.6060±0.0883 17.5251 0.1973
AdaBoost 0.7070±0.0058 15.5314 0.3440
Naı̈ve Bayes 0.6110±0.0312 0.8323 0.2026
QDA 0.5090±0.0394 8.5438 0.9927
Logistic Regression 0.6885±0.0333 1.6408 0.1595
Linear SVM with SGD 0.5565±0.0446 1.2600 0.1667

a variant with separating training data into gender-age groups
(e.g. female child, elderly male) and then map the gender-
age groups back to their age groups. The non-native model
is trained on a combination of three datasets: Common Voice,
VCTK and VoxForge, of which the audio clips and transcripts
are categorised into the two groups of native and non-native En-
glish speakers. We define native speakers by a list of native
English speaking countries 10. Unlike prior works that studied
individual long-term illness and tried to differentiate patients
from people in the health control group, we explored the pos-
sibility to discriminate the patients from non-patients in a more
general sense. We train a patient model that aims at discriminat-
ing patients and non-patients by combining the three TalkBank
datasets. In this scenario, we mix the data that are labelled as pa-
tients from the three datasets and use them as positive instances
for training. Negative training instances are randomly selected
from Common Voice.

4. Experiments
We conducted experiments on classification (Section 4.1), fea-
ture selection (Section 4.2) and evaluated each sub model on
multiple datasets (Section 4.3).

4.1. Classification
To choose a proper classifier, we experimented several learning
algorithms: Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Random For-
est, Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), AdaBoost, Naı̈ve Bayes,
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Logistic Regression
and Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD). We randomly selected 1000 older
adult and 1000 non-older adult examples from Common Voice
to train a binary classifier. We used the classifier implementa-
tion from scikit-learn 11. Table 1 shows the average results using
different classifiers over 5-fold cross validation. Random Forest
classifier has shown improvements in a couple of speech clas-
sification tasks such as speech/non-speech discrimination [27]
and speech emotion recognition [28]. We observed Random
Forest classifier also shows a promising performance in speech
age group classification and reaches competitive time efficiency
in both training and testing.

4.2. Feature Selection

We conducted a comprehensive study into feature extraction
and selection. More specifically, we run 5-fold cross-validation
on each model over all possible combinations (32,767 combi-
nations in total for 15 feature groups). Table 3 shows the top

10https://www.gov.uk/english-language/exemptions
11https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

Table 2: Features with their dimensionality (dim). (·) denotes
the shorthand name for each feature.

Features dim

Acoustic Features

Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (mfcc) 506
Filter Bank Energy (fbank energy) 26
Spectral Centroid Coefficients (spectral centroid) 26
Fundamental Frequency (f0) 2
Pitch (pitch) 5
Pulses (pulses) 4
Vocing (vocing) 3
Jitter (jitter) 5
Shimmer (shimmer) 6
Harmonicity (harmonicity) 3

Text Features

TF-IDF (tf idf) 3000
Part-of-Speech Tags (pos counts) 17
Type Token Ratio (ttr) 2
Topic and Emotion (empath) 194
Sentiment (sentiment) 1

5 feature combination candidates for the age model and the top
combination candidates are sorted by classification accuracy de-
scendingly. In contrast to the prior works using either text [29]
or audio features [4, 30] for estimating the age, we observe that
most of the top candidates are combinations of both text and au-
dio features (4 out of 5). Table 4 shows the ablation study of fea-
ture selection, the classification accuracy falls around 0.02 when
we remove the text features such as TTR and sentiment. SCCs
improve the performance significantly (i.e. around 0.07). Fur-
thermore, we rank each feature by its occurrence in the top 10
combination candidates. Table 5 shows the frequently-occurred
candidate features in top 10 combinations, the first row is the
most frequently-occurred candidate feature and we add others
to the following rows by their occurrence in the top 10 combi-
nations. The results indicate audio features take a major role
in the feature extraction for the age model. Using FBEs alone
gains a good performance on the classification accuracy (0.574).
MFCCs are frequently used as a promising feature for the audio
classification, however, we find using MFCCs alone achieves
around 0.59 in accuracy, which is more computational costly
(i.e. the dimensionality of MFCCs is 506) and does not perform
as well as a combination of the other audio features with lower
dimensionality. In our preliminary experiments, we found TF-
IDF feature had a strong impact on the performance. TF-IDF
usually fails if a test sentence contains many out-of-vocabulary
words. To expand the feature space to overcome this issue, one
of the possible solutions is to use word embeddings. Table 6, we
compare the TF-IDF feature (tf idf), topic and emotion feature
(empath) with some popular word embeddings such as Fast-
Text (crawl and news) [31], Extended Dependency Skipgram
(extvec) [32], GloVe (glove) [33], Skip-gram (twitter) [34] and
Turian (turian) [35]. We use the implementation from flair [36]
and each sentence is represented by a fix-length 100 dimen-
sional embedding. The age model is a three-class classifier, both
TF-IDF and word embeddings do not improve the classification
accuracy significantly (i.e., close to 0.3333). Due to the page
limit, we presented the results on one of the sub models, similar
trend is also observed in the other models.

4.3. Model Evaluation

Table 9 shows the average classification accuracy of three sub
models with an additional age model variant evaluated on mul-
tiple datasets. We first evaluate the trained age model on all
six datasets. Table 7 shows the classification accuracy on each
dataset’s test set. In-dataset accuracy denotes the classification
accuracy using the given dataset, and it is often considered as a
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Table 3: Top 5 feature combination candidates for the age
model with the acc and std on 5-fold cross validation, sorted
by the accuracy descendingly.

Features acc±std dim

pulses + harmonicity + fbank energy + spectral centroid +
f0 + sentiment + ttr

0.662± 0.023 64

pitch + voicing + jitter + harmonicity + fbank energy + spec-
tral centroid + f0 + ttr

0.660± 0.019 72

pitch + fbank energy + spectral centroid + sentiment 0.660± 0.014 58
pitch + pulses + harmonicity + fbank energy + spec-
tral centroid + f0

0.660±0.017 66

pitch + harmonicity + fbank energy + spectral centroid + f0 0.659±0.018 62

Table 4: Ablation study of the feature combination (age model).

Features acc±std dim

pulses + harmonicity + fbank energy + spectral centroid
+ f0 + sentiment + ttr

0.662±0.023 64

(-ttr) 0.648±0.021 62
(-sentiment) 0.642±0.016 63
(-f0) 0.650±0.020 62
(-spectral centroid) 0.597±0.019 38
(-fbank energy) 0.624±0.017 38
(-harmonicity) 0.647±0.023 61
(-pulses) 0.646±0.027 60

Table 5: Frequently-occurred candidate features (age model).

Features acc±std dim

fbank energy 0.574±0.013 26
fbank energy + spectral centroid 0.623±0.023 52
fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity 0.636±0.010 55
fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 0.648±0.024 57
fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch 0.659±0.018 62
fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch + pulses 0.660±0.017 66
fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch +
pulses + sentiment

0.648±0.014 67

fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch +
pulses + sentiment + ttr

0.653±0.012 69

fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch +
pulses + sentiment + ttr + voicing

0.637±0.024 72

fbank energy + spectral centroid + harmonicity + f0 + pitch +
pulses + sentiment + ttr + voicing + jitter

0.655±0.014 77

Table 6: Evaluation on embedding features (age model).

Embedding crawl extvec glove news
acc+std 0.3647±0.0266 0.3690±0.0191 0.3643±0.0087 0.3473±0.0302
Embedding turian twitter tf idf empath
acc+std 0.3643±0.0284 0.3507±0.0203 0.3530±0.0128 0.3393±0.0182

Table 7: Classification accuracy tested on various datasets for
the age model. #test denotes the number of test examples.

Dataset #test In-dataset Data Fusion Data Fusion
+ Gender Separation

Common Voice 9000 0.7249 0.7414 0.7460
VoxForge 3579 0.8178 0.8128 0.8268
VCTK 4000 0.9423 0.9398 0.9480
AphasiaBank 1099 0.6016 0.6497 0.6261
DementiaBank 73 0.8493 0.7808 0.7945
RHDBank 772 0.9391 0.9443 0.9313

strong baseline for evaluating the model generalisation. Com-
mon Voice and VoxForge contain data from all three age groups.
We observe a slight improvement by data fusion and gender
separation compared to the in-dataset accuracy. VCTK does
not contain any data from older adult class and the age range
is narrow (speakers are 18 to 30 years old). In this case, a bi-
nary in-dataset classifier is trained. AphasiaBank, Dementia-
Bank and RHDBank have a similar situation that there is no or
few data from the child class and the age range is close to the
pre-defined boundary. We observe the proposed model still per-
forms competitively under this challenging condition. In gen-
eral, by using data fusion to introduce additional data sources,
a few improvements can be observed in the classification ac-

Table 8: Classification accuracy tested on various datasets for
the non-native model.

Dataset #test In-dataset Data Fusion

Common Voice 18000 0.8066 0.8042
VoxForge 6000 0.860 0.8584
VCTK 3000 0.967 0.9553

Table 9: Average classification accuracy evaluated on multiple
datasets for all trained models with top feature combination and
dimensionality.

Model acc Top Feature Combination dim

Age
(+Gender Separation) 0.8121 jitter + shimmer + fbank energy + spectral centroid +

f0 + sentiment + ttr 64

Age 0.8115 pulses + harmonicity + fbank energy +
spectral centroid + f0 + sentiment + ttr 68

Non-Native 0.8726 pitch + voicing + jitter + shimmer + fbank energy
+ spectral centroid 71

Patient 0.6840 shimmer + harmonicity + mfcc + fbank energy
+ spectral centroid + f0 + pos counts + ttr 588

curacy across these datasets. With the help of gender separa-
tion, 4 out of 6 datasets perform slightly better than the orig-
inal age model. Table 8 shows the classification accuracy for
the non-native model tested on ASR datasets. Common Voice
contains a large number of non-native speakers that are In-
dian, whereas VoxFroge contains a large number of non-native
speakers are European. VCTK was claimed as a native English
speaker dataset in the original publication. However, we found
it contains one speaker from India. Considering the diversity
of the three datasets, the proposed data fusion model is rela-
tively robust that the test accuracy is slightly lower than the in-
dataset accuracy. For evaluating the patient model, we retrieved
59 videos from YouTube using some patient related keywords:
aphasia+example, dementia+example, mental+ill+patient and
patient+voices+nhs. “+” denotes an AND relation in a search
query. We also retrieved the associated transcription. We con-
verted these videos into audio and trim them into short clips by
the timestamp in the transcription. However, no speaker infor-
mation is available for this dataset. We randomly select 510
audio clips from this dataset and manually annotate them as pa-
tient (124) or non-patient (386) voice clips. Due to the tran-
scription quality, this model was evaluated under a challenging
noisy condition and the results can be treated as a baseline for
future development. The patient model achieved a classification
accuracy of 0.684 (Table 9). We observed a relatively low false
positive rate (0.1891) but a low true positive rate (0.2903).

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We studied the features extracted from short speech segments
and their transcription. We address the detection problem by
dividing it into three separate classification tasks: age classifi-
cation, accent classification and patient/non-patient classifica-
tion. We trained an age model, a non-native model and a pa-
tient model respectively. We evaluated the age and non-native
models on multiple benchmark datasets. The patient model
was evaluated on a manually-annotated dataset collected from
YouTube. We presented a data-driven approach to address the
vulnerability detection problem. The models were trained us-
ing supervised learning algorithms on extracted features. We
plan to extend this work using semi-supervised learning and
pre-trained deep learning models for speech to reduce the num-
ber of labelling data required for training. In the future, we will
adapt the vulnerability detection system to the practice.
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